by Gordon Bond
f you’re like me, you’ve memorized
where the History Channel is on
your cable system or when your local
PBS station runs “History Detectives.”
But if you’re looking for something more
specific to the Garden State, you might
just find it on your local access station.
Now, before you envision the typical
public access TV station fare—maybe
something like “Wayne’s World”?—
consider that East Brunswick Television’s

I

“On the History Trail” won a 2009 JAG
(Jersey Access Group) award for “Best
Series Programming.”
The show’s host is Mark Nonestied—
a name which might be familiar to many
in the NJ history community from his
work with the Middlesex County
Cultural & Heritage Commission, East
Brunswick Museum and funerary art
studies with Dr. Richard Veit. I actually
stumbled across the show by accident,

recognizing Nonestied while changing
the channels at home in Union County.
The quality of the production was very
professional and the topics varied and
interesting. So I emailed him with the
idea of writing an article for Garden
State Legacy and he was kind enough to
let me tag along during a day of both
“on-location” and “in-studio” taping.
I met Nonestied and his Field
Producer, Dave Ambrosy, at the L. J.
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ABOVE: Dave Ambrosy, left, and Mark Nonestied shoot part of an episode of “On the History Trail” at the Smith Farmhouse in
East Brunswick, now home to the East Brunswick Historical Society. BELOW: Preparing to interview Estelle Goldsmith.

Smith Farmhouse in East Brunswick.
Here George Smith and his son,
Lawrence J. Smith, earned the title of
the “Apple Kings” in the early 20th
century. Their farm had some 4,500
apple trees, producing 35,000 bushels
of apples a year, making it the largest
orchard in New Jersey. In 1912, the
elder Smith pioneered the use of coldstorage to preserve apples longer while
his son later perfected methods to
reduce soil erosion, making for
healthier trees and better apples—both
men contributing to an agricultural
industry that helped to give the Garden
State its nickname.
The farmhouse, after being home to
three generations of the Smith family,
had been empty and in disrepair by
1998 and the orchards given over to a
new housing development. Through
the hard work of the East Brunswick

Historical Society, the house has been
largely restored and enjoys a new lease
on life as the Society’s home and
exhibits space. It was this history and
present incarnation that the show was
there to cover (I hope to run an article

about the house in a future issue of
GSL).
Digital technology has made cameras
smaller and equipment easier to haul,
but there was still a degree of
preparation necessary. After a meeting
with the members of the Society, they
were given a quick tour as Nonestied
and Ambrosy discussed what they
would like to shoot for the segment.
Every corner of the house was
explored, from attic to basement—even
the areas the average visitor never gets
to see. Indeed, Nonestied told me that
“behind the scenes” element was an
important ingredient to the show.
When it was time to begin, they
selected a corner of the exhibit area to
conduct their first interview. Ambrosy
set up the camera and lights as
Nonestied explained what was about to
happen to Estelle Goldsmith, the
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ABOVE: David Ambrosy gives Manny Alvarez, center, and Mark Nonestied instructions before shooting.
BELOW: Ambrosy and Nonestied getting ready for the interview.

Society’s President. He had done his
homework and knew what questions he
would be asking. Goldsmith recounted
the story of how the Society saved the
house with well-deserved pride.
Between Nonesteid’s somewhat
boyish charm and the depth of his
knowledge of New Jersey history, he
was a natural for the role of the show’s
host. He had worked with Ambrosy
and EBTV Station Manager, Cindy
O’Connor, some years before, when
they covered events at the East
Brunswick Museum where Nonestied
serves as a Trustee. When the idea of a
program about local history came up
three years ago, they approached
Nonestied who immediately saw it was
a great idea.
Once the interview with Goldsmith
was over, Ambrosy watched a preview
of what had just been shot on the
camera’s monitor. He’s always a little

nervous that everything went ok and
likes to check that they indeed got the
shot! The show is already taking shape
in his mind’s eye. The professional
polish of the production for “On the
History Trail” is thanks to his
experience. “I’m already editing this in

my head,” he laughed. He and
Nonestied collaborate on ideas for
shows, locations and the overall form
each half-hour episode will take.
Now it was time to go explore—
Society member Manny Alvarez “met”
Nonestied on the front porch to
welcome viewers inside. In addition to
the tour of the exhibit space (currently
featuring materials on the history of
the farm, but also used for changing
exhibits), we negotiated the narrow
stairs into the surprisingly ample
basement and then up into the attic.
These were the spaces few members of
the public get to see for all the obvious
safety reasons. But as any historian
knows, these are the coolest places to
explore!
Once the interior shots were done,
they moved outside to the smokehouse
and general shots of the building and
historic marker. Ambrosy had been a
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ABOVE: “On the History Trail” tries to take the viewer behind the scenes of the historic sites they visit. In this case, Ambrosy is
shooting in the Smith Farmhouse attic, normally off-limits to visitors. BELOW: Ambrosy shooting by the smokehouse.

paperboy and recalled delivering papers
at the house before the orchards
disappeared. Thanking their hosts, it
was time to pack up the van and grab
some lunch before the next taping back
at the studio.
Sitting in the luncheonette,
Nonestied and Ambrosy had to
mentally shift gears to prepare for what
was to come—from apples and a 19th
century farmhouse to early automobile
raceways. Fortunately, it’s rare that they
end up scheduling the taping of two
shows in one day.
Obviously, East Brunswick TV—
Channel 3—is the primary carrier of
“On the History Trail,” but it gets

uploaded to a server where other local
access stations can pick it up for free—
which is how I got to see it out in
Union County. A station in Amherst,
Massachusetts even picked up an
episode.

EBTV’s studios are in the East
Brunswick Public Library—part of the
Jean Walling Civic Center, off Ryders
Lane. There we met Station Manager,
Cindy O’Connor as she was preparing
the set for the anticipated taping. When
you’re with a small station, you have to
be the proverbial “jack-of-all-trades,”
but dealing with the roar of a wood
chipper was probably a unique duty. The
wall behind the back of the set included
blocked off windows, outside of which
Township crews were trimming branches
from nearby trees. Fortunately, they
would be done before word came that
the guests had arrived—complete with a
vintage racecar!
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ABOVE: Nonestied and Ambrosy prepare to interview vintage racecar owner, Ray Shea.
BELOW: Shea shows Nonestied the interior of the car.

As the pickup truck maneuvered into
the parking lot, hauling a trailer with a
yellow racecar, Nonestied leaned over
and commented, “This is a lot
different from this morning, isn’t it!”
But, of course, that’s part of the fun
for both him and Ambrosy—each
show is different. Over nineteen shows,
they have covered collecting antique
bottles, radios and Victrolas; toured the
original Sarnoff Center museum,
interviewed a woman who portrays
author Henrietta C. Wright (yes, in
character); had a behind the scenes
tour of the 1929 Loews Cinema in
Jersey City; explored forgotten family
burial grounds in East Brunswick (for
which they won their 2009 JAG
award); explored the intricate
mechanisms of the historic clock and
bell in the tower of the First Reformed
Church in New Brunswick; interviewed
survivors of the 1951 Woodbridge
train wreck; and so on!

This day, it happened to be NJ’s
largest apple orchard and then the early
days of auto racing in the Garden
State. The car that had just been pulled
into the senior center parking lot was
owned by driver, Ray Shea, President
of the Garden State Vintage Stock Car
Club. Such a sight was sure to draw
attention. One of the Township
employees pulled over his massive tree
service truck to talk with Shea and
Ambrosy, who had watched car races as

a boy. Fortunately, the weather was
beautifully clear, if rather warm. Shea
reminisced for Nonestied about what it
was like racing in those early days. He
pulled out his jumpsuit, helmet and
boots and contrasted them with more
modern examples—from white
painter’s overalls to a red fire-resistant
jumpsuit!
Also on hand was Earl Krause,
Editor/Columnist of “Area Auto
Racing News.” Krause was the
historian that Nonestied would
interview. He brought several neat
artifacts, including a raceway
advertisement poster and model
racecars that were added to the set.
(Krause will be writing a piece for GSL
about the Old Bridge Raceway!)
It’s worth noting that the chairs,
table, lamp—even the cup for water—
are all brought in from Nonsteid’s own
home.
I sat with Ambrosy in the small
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ABOVE: Nonestied and Earl Krause review some copy for the show before taping their interview.
BELOW: Krause shows Nonestied a vintage copy of “Area Auto Racing News,” for which he now works as Editor.

control room just outside the studio.
He watched the interview with Krause,
switching on the fly between the three
cameras.
At one point there was a white
“flash” on the monitor that was
showing what was being taped.
Ambrosy made a note of the time. The
video cameras are, admittedly, on the
old side. While they work well enough,
after almost two decades, occasional
glitches like that do crop up from time
to time. Fortunately, this one occurred
while the camera was on Nonestied as
he asked a question. When they were
done, he just had him ask the question
again and could splice it in later during
the editing process. Had the camera
been on Krause, however, Ambrosy

would have had another trick up his
sleeve. Rather than expect the guest to
answer again, he would find one of the
distant shots that showed the whole set
and splice it over. The tricky part,
however, would be finding a clip where
the movement of the guest’s lips would

be somewhat near enough to the audio
to slip by unnoticed!
Once the interview was done,
Nonestied’s day still wasn’t finished.
There were intros and outros for both
episodes yet to record. In the control
room, O’Connor used a hand-control
to adjust the speed at which the
teleprompter scrolled along. The text
projects onto a piece of glass mounted
at a 45 degree angle in front of the
camera lens. Nonestied can see the text
while the camera can’t. Even though
he’s reading, he is looking right into
the camera.
By now, Nonestied’s energies were
flagging—and it was showing. “Doing
that’s a lot tougher than it looks,”
O’Connor commented, adding, “He’s a
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ABOVE: Ambrosy in the control room during the interview with Earl Krause.
BELOW: Station Manager Cindy O’Connor adjusts the camera with the teleprompter.

natural at it, though!” As if to make the
day a little longer, the computer that
generates the text decided to go into
“sleep” mode in the middle of one of
the reads!
“On the History Trail” has become a
remarkably popular show—it’s the most
popular for EBTV—and its audience
continues to grow. They try to do one a
month and O’Connor mentioned how
she gets calls when they can’t meet that
schedule from folks looking for a new
episode. Nonestied told me he was once
out buying shoes and the cashier
recognized him from the show.
It was fun to be a “fly on the wall”
and see how a show like that is created
and I certainly want to thank Mark,
David and Cindy for giving me that
opportunity. But it’s also great to see a
quality TV show that helps promote our
state’s rich and varied history!

EBTV runs “On the History
Trail” Sundays at 10 A.M.;
Mondays at 12 P.M.; Tuesdays
at 8 P.M.; and Thursdays at
7 P.M.
If you don’t get the show,
contact your local access
station and have them call
Cindy O’Connor at
732–390–6780 or email her
at cindyoconnor@ebpl.org
to start carrying it!
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